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THE BEHAVIOR OF FIRMS IN FINANCIAL
DISTRESS
Presiding:JEROLD B. WARNERt

Bankruptcy Costs and the New Bankruptcy Code
MICHELLEJ. WHITE*
COSTSare the deadweighteconomic costs of firms going bankrupt.
BANKRUPTCY
They include both ex post bankruptcycosts incurred after a firm's bankruptcy
filing, such as transactions costs, and ex ante bankruptcycosts incurredbefore

the filing, such as those resulting from creditors'attempts to reduce their losses
if bankruptcyoccurs and/or managers'attempts to raise the expected return to
equity by increasing the firm's risk.1 This paper has two purposes. First it
proposes a model of bankruptcy costs which focuses on the costs of inefficient
decision making before the firm's actual bankruptcy filing. The model implies
upper bound expressions for total bankruptcy costs. Second, the new U.S.
Bankruptcy Code2went into effect late in 1979 and made important changes in
bankruptcyreorganizationprocedures.The paper poses the question of whether
the changes made under the new Code tend to raise or lower aggregate U.S.
bankruptcy costs. We approach this question by calculating the upper bound
expressions suggested by the model, using parameter values from both before
and after the new Code took effect.
From an economic standpoint, the most important changes instituted under
the new BankruptcyCode had the effect of making it more difficult to reorganize
firms in bankruptcy. Previously, it was common for failing firms to file for
bankruptcy,but for prior management to continue to operate the firm in much
the same form as before. The bankruptcyfiling prevented unpaid creditorsfrom
suing the firm while a reorganizationplan was arrangedwhich cut back most
debts. From an economic standpoint, such a procedurewas anomalous, since we
learn in basic economicsthat competition in the long-runshould cause inefficient
firmsto go out of business. As long as failing firms are more likely to be inefficient
than firms in general, it would seem to be rewardinginefficiency and offsetting
t Universityof Rochester.
* New York University,GraduateSchool of Business Administration.I am gratefulto Hal Varian
and Roger Gordonfor helpful comments,to Herve Bousset for researchassistance and to the Sloan
Foundationand the National Science Foundation,Law and Social Sciences Program,grant number
SES 82-08930,for researchsupport.
' There has been debate in the literature as to whether bankruptcycosts are high or low. See
Haugenand Senbet [5], Warner[14], and Gordonand Malkiel [4].
2 The BankruptcyReformAct of 1978, called the "Code,"replacedthe ChandlerAct of 1938.
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the beneficial effects of competition systematically to aid the survival of failing
firms. The new Code preserves reorganizationas an option for failing firms, but
makes it moredifficultto use the procedureand introducessome new alternatives.
We arguethat it therefore increases economic efficiency, measuredas a decrease
in aggregatebankruptcycosts.3
In section 1, I discuss bankruptcy law and procedures,both before and after
the new Code. In section 2, I model the determination of ex ante bankruptcy
costs. In section 3, calculations of aggregatebankruptcycost levels are presented.
I. Bankruptcy Procedures
There are two separate bankruptcy procedures:liquidation and reorganization
under bankruptcycourt protection.
A. Liquidation
When a firm files for bankruptcyliquidation, a trustee is appointed to shut it
down and to liquidate its assets. The proceeds net of transactions costs (or ex
post bankruptcy costs) are distributed to creditors in order of priority. Claims
are paid off dollar for dollar, so that creditors (except the last) are either paid in
full or not paid at all. Claims due in the future are acceleratedto the present at
face value.
The priority rule in liquidation is the absolute priority rule (APR). It gives
priorityfirst to the transactions costs of the bankruptcyprocess, second to taxes,
rent and wages, third to unsecured creditors (trade creditors, bondholders and
often banks), and last, to equity. One important group is outside the APR
ordering:securedcreditors.These creditorshave a lien on a specific asset owned
by the firm such as a building, equipment, inventory or accounts receivable. In
the event of liquidation,they can reclaim the asset or its value.
Bankruptcy liquidation is an inefficient procedurein terms of agency costs.
Since managers are displaced and equity becomes worthless, managers have an
incentive to resist liquidationas long as possible. As the firm's financial situation
becomes precarious,bankruptcycan be postponedby convertingmaturingshortterm debt from unsecuredto secured status. Unsecured creditors (usually banks
or finance companies) that would otherwise not roll over their loans to the firm
often will do so if they can reduce their own risk by acquiring a lien on some
asset. This protects the creditor in the event of bankruptcy.But increasing the
amount of secured debt allows failing firms to incur total liabilities often well in
excess of their assets. This is likely to be economicallyinefficient, since it prolongs
the operation of firms that in many cases should liquidatebecause they are high
cost producers or are in industries with excess supply. It also means that
3Firms which have durable capital equipment which has no alternative use should from an
efficiency standpoint continue to operate as long as revenues exceed variable (but not fixed plus
variable) costs. This necessitates a bankruptcy filing since fixed cost creditors could otherwise
forecloseon their lien assets as soon as default occurs.Howeverbankruptcylaw does not distinguish
betweenthose firms having specializedcapital and those which do not.
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unsecured creditors receive little or no payoff in bankruptcy.As shown below,
this distorts managers'incentives and raises ex ante bankruptcycosts.
This process of failing firms delaying bankruptcyby converting unsecuredto
secured debt means that when they do file for bankruptcy,their liabilities are
likely to have priorityin chronologicalorder-the most recent loans rank highest
because they are secured while earlier loans rank lower because they are unsecured. This differs from the "me-first" priority rule associated with Fama and
Miller [3], in which claims take priority in reversechronologicalorder.The mefirst rule assumes, first, that all loans are unsecured and, second, that they are
all covered by subordination agreements which specify that subsequent loans
must rank lower in priority. In practice, the me-first rule is violated whenever a
firm replaces an unsecured with a secured claim. Also, some unsecured claims
(such as trade creditors' claims) are generally not covered by subordination
agreementsand therefore rank at the bottom regardlessof age.
B. Reorganization
Under the old (pre-1979) Bankruptcy Act (called the "Act"), failing firms
could file for a reorganizationin bankruptcy,but continue operatingin essentially
the same form with the same management.4 Management would propose a
settlement with creditors which specified a cutback in unsecured debt claims.
Equity remained intact, but with no dividends paid until all obligations under
the reorganization plan were met. Secured creditors were prevented by the
bankruptcy filing from foreclosing on their lien assets. (Some rent or interest
was paid to them, although not necessarily as much as the firm had agreed to
pay before the bankruptcyfiling.) The plan had to be approvedby majorityvote
of all unsecured creditors' classes. Creditors had little alternative to voting in
favor of management'sreorganizationplan, since only managershad the right to
propose a plan and the only alternative to accepting their plan was liquidating
the firm. Managers were not allowed to sell any substantial part of the firm's
assets in reorganization.
Reorganizationunder the old Act solved the agency problemin bankruptcyby
allowing existing managementto continue operatingthe firm. Howeverthis was
an economicallycostly solution since it requiredthat the firm continue operating
in basically the same form. Since at least some failing firms are inefficient and
should liquidate, any procedure which encourages failing firms in general to
continue operatingmust be preservingsome which from an economic standpoint
should shut down and release their resourcesto move to higher value uses.
The new Bankruptcy Code made it more difficult for firms to reorganizein
bankruptcy, both by changing the requirements for adopting a reorganization
plan and by introducinga new alternative. For example, the voting requirements
for adopting a reorganizationplan were stiffened by changing the margin from a
simple majority to two-thirds in amount of each class voting in favor and by
requiringthat secured as well as unsecuredcreditors'classes approvethe plan if
'This descriptionis of ChapterXI of the old BankruptcyAct. See White [16] and [17] for further
detail. Another reorganizationprocedureunder the Act, ChapterX, is not consideredhere since it
was used very infrequently.
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their claims are adversely affected. Also, managershave lost the exclusive right
to propose the plan. This means that creditorscan propose their own plans and
are no longer faced with a take-it-or-leave-it choice between management'splan
or piecemeal liquidation. Another new alternative is that if no plan is agreeable
to all parties, the firm can continue operating while a buyer is sought for all or
part of it as a going concern, thus often obtaining a better price than if its assets
were sold piecemeal. In the latter case, the proceeds are distributedto creditors
accordingto the APR.5Finally, the new Code removes the restriction that firms
reorganizingmust continue in the same form. Any or all of the firm's operations
can be shut down and/or sold.6
The greaterflexibility of reorganizationproceduresunderthe new Bankruptcy
Codeprobablyenhances the economic efficiency of bankruptcyby restrictingthe
power of managers to continue intact what are often economically inefficient
enterprises. Managers and equity holders generally have a stronger incentive
than economic efficiency considerations would justify to avoid liquidation,both
because they lose their jobs and/or their shares and because the firm also loses
its net operating loss carryover (often its most valuable asset). The new Code,
however,allowsthe firm formallyto reorganizeand to retain its loss carryforward,
but actually to liquidateby selling off the most viable part of its operationwhile
shutting down the rest. Managersare more likely to cooperatebecause some jobs
may be preserved and because there is a more gradualtransition. The result of
these changes is likely to increase the proportion of bankrupt firms which
liquidate.
II. Ex ante Bankruptcy Costs
In this section we develop a model of ex ante bankruptcycosts.7Supposethe firm
is already failing. It faces three possibilities, liquidation, reorganization, or
continuation (i.e., remainingout of bankruptcycompletely). The non-stochastic
liquidation value of the firm's assets (whether sold piecemeal or as a going
concern) is L and the transactions costs of liquidation are Tq. The expected
present value of future earnings of the firm in continuation is C and in reorganization is R. We assume here that C = R.8The transactionscosts of reorganization
are Tr.

We assume a two period model. The firm has unsecuredloans due in time t =
1 and t = 2 of principal amounts U1 and U2 and secured loans due in t = 2 of S.
'Legally this procedureis a "cramdown"reorganizationunder the Code, but from an economic
standpointwe treat it as a liquidation.
6 Note that changes made under the new Code may have varying effects on different firms,
dependingon size and other considerations.For example,whetherthe right of creditorsto propose
their own reorganizationplan has any impact depends on whether their claims are large enough to
make it worthwhileto representthem actively in negotiationsover the plan.
7 Ex ante bankruptcycosts also arise because of bankruptcy-induceddistortions in investment
incentives. See Higgins and Schall [6], Jensen and Meckling [7], Myers [10], Bulow and Shoven [2],
and White [15].
8This is assumed since no informationis availableconcerningthe effect of a firm's bankruptcy
filing on its earnings.
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For simplicity we assume both the interest rate and the discount rate are zero.
We also assume that secured loans are riskless because they are tied to assets
having market value equal to the amount of the loan.9 The firm's earnings in t
= 1 are P1 and in t = 2 are P2 + g, where g is a random variable distributed
normallywith mean 0 and variance 2. Thus we have C = P1 + P2 + E(g) = P1
+ P2.
Management,representingequity, is assumedto choose amongthe three states
according to which one maximizes the value of equity. The value of equity if
liquidationoccurs in t = 1 is:
max[(L

-

Tq - S

-

Ui

-

U2),

(1)

0].

Because of limited liability, (1) cannot be negative, but it may be zero.
Turn now to continuation. If continuation occurs in t = 1, the firm must pay
U, to unsecureddebt in t = 1. Since its earnings in period 1, Pl, may be less than
Ul, it must borrow U 1 - Pi. We assume that failing firms can only obtain new
loans if they are secured,therefore the firm can continue only if U1 - Pi ' L Tq - S. The value of equity in continuation is therefore:
f(g)
where S* = U,

-

f

00
[P2 + g

-

U2-

S

-

S*]dg,

(2)

P1. If U1 > P1, then equity receives nothing in t = 1. In t = 2,

it receives earnings net of debt payments, if these are positive, or else zero. If net
earnings are negative iri t = 2, then the firm liquidates. The minimum level of
earnings necessary to avoid bankruptcyin t = 2 is P2 + g = U2 + S + S*. This
cutoff level of g is denoted b."0
Turn now to reorganization.Here the firm's unsecuredliabilities are cut back
to r%of their previous level. Also the firm must pay Tr in transactions costs in
t = 1. Since earnings are the same as under continuation, the firm's outflows in
t = 1 are Tr + rU,. It can reorganize in t = 1 if earnings, Pl, exceed this amount

or if it can obtain a new secured loan. The condition for the latter is rU, + Tr Pi ' L

-

Tq - S. The value of equity under reorganization is
00
f
[P2 + g - rU2- S - S**]dg,
f(g)

(3)

where S** = rU, + Tr- P, the amount borrowed in t = 1. Equity again receives

nothing in t = 1. In t = 2 it receives earnings net of debt payments as cut back
under the reorganizationplan, if these are positive, or else zero. The minimum
level of earnings necessary to avoid bankruptcy in t = 2 is P2 + g

=

rU2 + S +

S**. This cutoff level of g is denoted b'.
Under these assumptions, managers of failing firms may have incentives to
make economically inefficient decisions and therefore to generate ex ante bankruptcy costs. From an economic efficiency viewpoint, the best use of the firm's
9 In reality, securedclaims can be adverselyaffectedby a reorganizationplan, but we ignorethis
possibility in the model.
10Repeated rescues are possible, but are ignored here. Note that the longer the failing firm
continues out of bankruptcy,the higherthe ratio of securedto total liabilities.
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assets is that alternative having the highest value among the choices L - Tq, C,
or R - Tr. Thus liquidation is preferred if L - Tq> max [C, R - Tr] and similarly

for reorganization.But management has an incentive to choose continuation,
liquidationor reorganizationdependingon which maximizesthe value of equity,
i.e., whether (3), (2) or (1) has the highest value. If the alternative having the
highest value is the one that also maximizesthe value of equity,then management
has an incentive to make economicallyefficient decisions and ex ante bankruptcy
costs are zero. (There may still be ex post bankruptcytransactions costs, however.) But if a differentalternative maximizesthe value of equity than maximizes
overall value, then management has an incentive to make inefficient decisions
and ex ante bankruptcy costs are generated, equal to max[L - Tq, C, R - Tr]
minus the value of the firm's assets in the alternative chosen.
Bankruptcycosts occur in the model if continuation or reorganizationoccurs
when from an efficiency viewpoint the firm should liquidate. Examine first the
choice at t = 1 between liquidationand continuation. Liquidationis economically
efficient if L - Tq > C. But continuation is preferred by management if (2)
exceeds (1). These two conditions together imply that:
0

L-Tq

-C <

f (g)[P2

+

dg

g-U2-S-S*]

-(Pl

+ P2-S-U,-U2).

(4)

Define F (b) as the cumulative probability of bankruptcy in t = 2, where [1 F (b)] = J f (g) dg. Also Ub< Ois the expected value of g given bankruptcyand
u, the expected value of g given no bankruptcy.Since the overall mean of g is
zero, the conditional means are related by the expression uj[1 - F(b)] =
-ub[F(b)]. Using this and (4), we get,
L-Tq

-C <-F(b)[P2+

(5)

Ub-U2-S-S*]-

The l.h.s. of (5) is ex ante bankruptcycosts. The r.h.s. is the expected value of
the shortfall in earnings relative to liabilities given bankruptcyin t = 2, where
P2 + ub is expected earnings given bankruptcy.If there were no limited liability,
this loss would be borne by equity. However, since limited liability applies and
since secured debt is riskless, unsecureddebt bears the loss, and the r.h.s. of (5)
is the expected level of unpaid unsecureddebt claims given bankruptcy.'1
Similarly, if we compare liquidation and reorganization,ex ante bankruptcy
costs are generated if the firm chooses reorganizationwhen liquidation is the
economically efficient choice. F(b') = -Coo
f (g) dg is the cumulative probability
of bankruptcyin t = 2 given reorganizationin t = 1. Also Ub' < 0 is the expected
value of g given bankruptcy.Then following the same procedureas above, the
two conditions for reorganizationto be chosen when liquidation is economically
efficient imply that:
(L

-

Tq)

-

(R

-

Tr) < -F(b')[P2

+

Ub' -

S-S**

-

rU2]

+(1-r)(U+

U2). (6)

1 Note that (5) remains the same regardlessof whether the value of equity in liquidation,from
(1), is positive or zero.
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The l.h.s. of (6) is ex ante bankruptcycosts. On the r.h.s. of (6), the first term is
the expected value of the shortfall in payments to unsecured debt after the
cutback specified in the reorganizationplan. The second term is the amount of
unsecureddebt forgiven under the reorganizationplan.
Expressions (5) and (6) relate distributional effects to efficiency costs. The
right hand sides of (5) and (6) are the expected amounts redistributedaway from
unsecured debt in continuation and reorganization.These are upper bounds on
the level of deadweightcosts if an inefficient choice is made. Note that the more
secured debt the firm has, the tighter are the upper bound expressions. Conversely, the more unsecureddebt the firm has and the more debt forgivenunder
the reorganizationplan, the looser are the upper bound expressions.'2
III. Bankruptcy Cost Estimates
Table 1 gives data from samples of firms which liquidatedor reorganizedin the
Southern District of New York both under the old Bankruptcy Act and under
the new Code.13The category "firms liquidating"under the Code includes some
firms which formally reorganized,as long as the bulk of their assets were sold.
The data suggest that firms liquidating tend to have higher levels of secured
liabilities relative to assets than firms reorganizing (.77 versus .20 for the Act
samples and .89 versus .48 under the Code). Thus the amount of secured debt
relative to assets remains an important determinant of whether bankrupt firms
will liquidate or reorganize. Firms liquidating also have higher levels of total
liabilities relative to assets than firms reorganizing(2.26 versus 1.09 under the
Act and 1.62 versus 1.32 underthe Code). The payoff rates to unsecuredcreditors
are also substantially lower for firms liquidating than for firms reorganizing(2
to 3% for firms liquidating versus about 36% for firms reorganizingunder the
Act and 32% for firms reorganizingunder the Code).'4 An important change
under the Code is the increase in the relative importance of liquidation, for
reasons discussed above. The proportionof liabilities of failing firms involved in
reorganizations falls from 48% to 35%.15 Finally, the average size of firms
liquidating and reorganizing,measured by average total liabilities, appears to
have fallen under the Code.
Turn now to the ex post or transactions costs of bankruptcy,given in Table 1
12 (5) and (6) are equalitiesif managersare indifferentbetweenliquidationand either continuation
or reorganization.In that case the distributionaleffects are exact measuresof bankruptcycosts.
13 The Act samples include all firms whose cases were closed during 1978-79 for which complete
informationcould be found. All of the reorganizationcases in the Act sample are ChapterXI cases.
The Code samples include all firms whose cases were filed in 1980. None of the Code liquidation
cases are formallyclosed. Thus the informationavailableforthe Codecases consists of data generated
at the time of the bankruptcyfiling (assets and liabilities)and data generatedwhenthe reorganization
plan is adopted(payoffrates). Transactionscosts data is unavailablesince it is generatedat the time
of closing of the case. See White [17].
14 The payoff rate data includeboth cash and installment payments.The latter are undiscounted,
so that payoff rates are biased upward.
15 Comparisonsbetween the characteristicsof firms liquidatingversus reorganizingneed to be
made with care since there is selectivity bias if healthy firms are more likely to reorganizeand less
healthy firms to liquidate.
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Table 1

Characteristicsof Firms in Bankruptcy
Firms filing for
bankruptcyunder
the Act
(Before 1980)
Firms
liquidating
Numberof firms
Securedliabilities/total assets
Total liabilities/total assets
Securedliabilities/total liabilities
Payoff rate to unsecuredcreditors
Ex post bankruptcy costs/total liabili-

Firms filing for
bankruptcyunder
the Code
(1980)

Firms
Firms
Firms
reorganizing liquidating reorganizing
96
.20
1.09
.18
.36

90
.77
2.26
.34
.02

33
.48
1.32
.36
.32

88
.89
1.62
.55
.03

.013

.016

-

-

.22

.06

-

-

ties
Ex post bankruptcy costs/amount

paid to creditors
Total liabilities (millions)
Percent of total liabilities of failed
firms involvedin reorganizations

$2.6

$1.6
48%

$2.0

$1.4
35%

for the Act sample. These costs are very low as a percent of the total liabilities
of bankrupt firms-1.3% for firms liquidating and 1.6%for firms reorganizing.
They are higherbut still relatively low if expressedas a proportionof the amount
paid to creditors-22% for firms liquidating and 6.0% for firms reorganizing.
However, low ex post bankruptcy costs do not generally imply low bankruptcy
costs in total. Transactions costs in bankruptcy cases are set by formula as a
small percent of the value of assets liquidated by the trustee or of the amount
paid to creditors under the reorganization plan. Thus if a liquidation case is
difficult, for example, the trustee will abandon the firm's assets rather than
selling them and thereforeearn a low fee. But this reducesthe returnto unsecured
creditors and therefore raises ex ante bankruptcy costs. Similar considerations
apply in reorganization.16
We can use the data given in Table 1 and aggregate bankruptcy data to
estimate the level of bankruptcycosts. To do this we need an estimate of aggregate
liabilities of firms filing for bankruptcyin a sample year. For all of 1980, 33,700
firms filed for bankruptcy liquidations and 5,900 firms filed for bankruptcy
reorganizations.17 From Table 1, average liabilities of firms liquidating and
reorganizingin 1980 in our sample were $1.4 million and $2.0 million respectively.
We therefore estimate that the aggregate level of liabilities of firms filing for
bankruptcy in 1980 was (33,700)($1.4 million) + (5,900)($2.0 million) or $59.0
billion per year.
Turn first to estimating aggregateexpost bankruptcycosts. For the Act sample,
Table 1 says that 48% of failed liabilities are attributableto firms reorganizing
16 See Warner [13] for a discussion of transactions costs in a sample of railroadreorganization
cases.
17 Dun and Bradstreetfailure data are not used here since they include only short-termliabilities
of firms failing. The data on numberof firms filing for bankruptcycome from AdministrativeOffice
of the U.S. Courts [1].
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and 52% to firms liquidating. Using the data given in Table 1 on ex post
bankruptcycosts as a proportionof total liabilities, our estimate of aggregateex
post bankruptcy costs under the old Act is [(.52)(.013) + (.48)(.016)] ($59.0
billion) or $850 million per year.
We cannot construct a fully independent estimate of what ex post bankruptcy
costs in 1980 would be under'the Code, since transactions costs data are not
available for the Code sample of cases. However suppose transactions costs
remain about the same as a proportion of total liabilities. Then we can predict
the new level of ex post bankruptcycosts reflecting the greater relative number
of liquidationsunder the Code. The resulting figure is [(.65)(.013) + (.35)(.016)]
($59.0 billion) or $830 million. Thus the increase in the proportionof liabilities
in liquidationunder the Code has by itself had little effect on ex post bankruptcy
costs.
Turn now to ex ante bankruptcycosts, those due to firms making inefficient
decisions vis-a-vis continuing, reorganizingor liquidating.Equations (5) and (6)
provide upper bounds on these costs. Examining (5) first, it says that for firms
continuing that should liquidate, bankruptcy costs are bounded from above by
the expected level of unsecured liabilities not paid in liquidation for firms that
continue but should liquidate. Assume again that aggregate liabilities of firms
failing in 1980 were $59.0 billion and that 52% of failed liabilities for the Act
sample were of firms liquidating.Suppose, arbitrarily,that the level of liabilities
of firms which continue but should liquidate is equal to the level of liabilities of
firms which do liquidate, or $30.7 billion per year. Of these, suppose 66% are
unsecured (the actual level for the sample of liquidatingfirms), so that the level
of unsecuredliabilities of firms which should liquidate is $20.2 billion. Given the
Act payoff rate in liquidation of 2%, our upper bound estimate of ex ante
bankruptcycosts for firms that continue but should liquidate is (1 - .02)($20.2
billion) or $19.8 billion.
To estimate this term for the Codesample,we assumethat the level of liabilities
of firms which continue but should liquidateis unaffectedby the adoption of the
new Code. Thus this level is again assumed to be $30.7 billion per year. Then the
upperbound estimate on ex ante bankruptcycosts under the Code for firms that
continue but should liquidate is $30.7 billion multiplied by the percent of Code
liabilities of liquidating firms which are unsecured (45%) times one minus the
payoff rate in liquidation (3%) or $13.4 billion. Thus ex ante bankruptcycosts
attributableto firms continuing that should liquidatehave fallen underthe Code.
Turn now to ex ante bankruptcycosts due to firms reorganizingwhich should
liquidate.The upperbound is given by equation (6) which is the sum of unsecured
debt forgivenunder the reorganizationplan, (1 - r)( U1 + U2),plus the expected
shortfall in payments to unsecureddebt in reorganization.
To estimate this upper bound expression, we make the extreme assumption
that all firms which reorganized should have liquidated. Examine the debt
forgivenessterm first. If the total level of failed liabilities is $59.0 billion per year
and 48%of failed liabilities are due to firms reorganizingin the Act sample, then
the total level of liabilities of reorganizingfirms is $28.3 billion per year. Of this,
82% or $23.2 billion is unsecured. Since the average payoff rate for unsecured
debt in reorganizationis about 36%,our estimate of the expression (1 - r)(U1 -
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U2) is (1 - .36)($23.2) = $14.9 billion per year for the Act sample. For the Code
sampleof reorganizedfirms, the calculationis ($59.0)(.35)(.64)(.68)= $9.0 billion.
Since relatively fewer firms are reorganizingunder the Code, bankruptcycosts
due to firms reorganizingare smaller.
The second term on the r.h.s. of equation (6) is the expected shortfall in
payments to unsecured debt as specified under firms' reorganizationplans. We
have no separate data on failure characteristicsof firms which have reorganized.
Suppose these firms will liquidate if they fail again. Then our estimate of
aggregateex ante bankruptcycosts for firms liquidating should already include
bankruptcycosts generatedby firms which have previouslyreorganizedand later
default on their reorganizationobligations. We therefore ignore this term for
both the Act and Code samples.
Totalling our estimates of ex post and ex ante bankruptcycosts, we get $.85 +
$19.8 + $14.9 = $35.6 billion per year as our estimate of total bankruptcycosts
in 1980 given parameter values prevailing under the Act. The figure for total
bankruptcycosts in 1980 given parametervalues under the Code is $.83 + $13.4
+ $9.0 = $23.2 billion per year. The estimates suggest that the upper bound on
total bankruptcy costs has fallen substantially. The decline is attributable to
decreases in ex ante bankruptcy costs both from fewer firms continuing that
should liquidate and fewer firms reorganizingthat should liquidate. It is also of
interest that ex post bankruptcytransactions costs are only about 2 to 4 percent
of the upper bound level of total bankruptcycosts. Thus the results suggest that
it is impossibleto infer from data on bankruptcytransactionscosts alone whether
total bankruptcy costs are high or low, since the former are only a very small
part of the latter. See Table 2.
These results suggest that bankruptcycosts are much higher than they would
appear if ex post bankruptcy transactions costs alone are considered. But if
bankruptcycosts are high, then it is of interest to considerpolicy measureswhich
might lower them. The most obvious approachwould view bankruptcycosts as
the deadweightcost of the corporateincome tax favoringuse of debt over equity.18
Then reducingbankruptcycosts could involve reducingthe corporateincome tax
rate or exempting dividends from personal income taxes. An alternative policy
approach might limit firms' use of secured debt at the margin, perhaps by
preventing firms from using inventory or accounts receivableas collateral. This
would make it more difficult for failing firms to transfer assets from early
unsecuredlenders to late secured lenders as a means of avoidingbankruptcy.'9
To summarize, we have argued that the main economic effect of the new
BankruptcyCode has been to reducethe likelihood of reorganizationof firms in
bankruptcy. Since reorganization implies that firms which are likely to be
economically inefficient continue to operate in basically the same form, this
change probably enhances economic efficiency by speeding the transfer of resources from less valuable to more valuable uses. The change is reflected in a
lower estimate of aggregatebankruptcycosts using parametervalues under the
8

This argumenthas been made by Scott [12], Kim et al [9] and Gordonand Malkiel [4].

19Prior to the adoptionof the UniformCommercialCode,assets other than buildingsor long lived

equipmentwere not used as "collateral.See Schwartz[11].
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Table 2

AggregateBankruptcyCosts per Year under the Old
BankruptcyAct Versus the New BankruptcyCode
(Upper Bound Estimates Calculatedfor 1980)
Ex post bankruptcycosts
Ex ante bankruptcycosts
Firms continuingthat
should liquidate
Firms reorganizingthat
should liquidate
Total

Act
$.85 billion

Code
$.83 billion

$19.8 billion

$13.4 billion

$14.9 billion

$9.0 billion

$35.6 billion

$23.2 billion

Code than using values prevailingbefore the Code. The estimates for the upper
bound on total bankruptcy costs as of 1980 are $23.2 billion per year using
parameter values prevailing under the new Code versus $35.6 billion per year
using values prevailing under the old Act. These estimates are based on a small
sample of bankrupt firms and they requiremany somewhat speculative assumptions. However the estimates suggest strongly that bankruptcycosts are higher
than has previously been thought and that further research and rethinking is
needed in this area.
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